
POSTER GUIDELINE 

 

Overview :   

It is a mandatory for poster participants to upload the full manuscript/articles on website: 

2nd.pihcpoltekkes-pontianak.ac.id. Poster parcipants also have the right to publish their 

paper in certain journal, hence the poster articles will go through reviewing processed by 

targeted journal and organizing comittee. 

Please check writing guideline on “Paper Template”. 

All posters are displayed at the Golden Tulip Venue. Poster presenters must be on hand with 

their poster during the session. 

X-banner format : 

1. Size : height 160 cm, width 60 cm, margin requirements 1 inci  (top, bottom, right and 

left),  on the left side of X – Banner provide institution logo images.  

2. Color: dark text on a light background is easiest to read. If you have a very dark 

background, use large, bold white text. Be very careful about this option because the 

text will look much less defined in the printed version than when viewed on a computer.    

3. Writing: Style Guideline 

Manuscript is written in English, font style “Times New Roman”.  

a. Title, title should be large enough to be read from 3-5 meter. Keep the poster title 

to fewer than 12-15 words. Put important words first. Full names of authors and 

their affiliated institutions are listed directly below the title. 

b. Objective/introduction section, give context for your work by stating what is 

already known about the topic. Then show how your question fits into that 

framework and seeks to expand or explain some aspects of it. 

c. Methods section, keep the methods section minimal. Consider using a graphic of 

the steps or a bulleted lists. 

d. Results section, organize the data. A table is much better than a list, but use a 

bulletes list if appropriate.  

e. Conclusion, explicity state what you have found in your research. Note its 

significance. Focus on the large picture. 

4. Organizing committee do not provide tools (related to poster needs), except display 

place. 

 

 


